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Summary. The chapter introduces an incremental algorithm creating a self-
organizing repository and it describes the processes needed for updates and
inserts into the repository, especially the processes updating estimated struc-
ture driving data storage in the repository. The process of building repository
is foremost aimed at allowing the well-known Semantic web tools to query
data presented by the current web sources. In order to respect features of
current web documents, the relationships should be at least weighted by an
additional indirect criteria, which allow the query result to be sorted accord-
ingly to an estimated quality of data provided by web sources. The relation-
ship weights can be based on relationship soundness or on the reputation of
the source providing them. The extension of the relationships by the weights
leads to the repository able to return a query result as complete as possible,
where (possibly) inconsistent parts are sorted by the relationships weights.

1 Introduction

With the amount of data available on the Web rapidly growing during the
past years, the ability to find relevant data on the Web by current methods
mostly based on approaches known from information retrieval becomes even
more hard but also crucial task.
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The information retrieval engines [1] build large indices storing a word
occurrence in (Web) documents, and data searching algorithms use these
indices to find the documents corresponding to an end-user query given as a
list of keywords.

The first information retrieval engines used only a simple algorithm for
evaluating queries returning just a set of links to (relevant) documents. Link
relevance was evaluated by a cosine measure, which compared a vector repre-
senting words in a document with a vector representing keywords in a query.
The amount of returned links and their various quality were the most severe
drawbacks.

A solution has been brought by Google that has proposed a novel approach
sorting the links according to source quality estimated indirectly by so called
the Page-Rank [2]. The Page-rank is based on the assumption that sound
(interesting and high quality) documents are referenced more by (sound)
documents. In this way, the Page-Rank tries to extend the classical cosine
measure by a quality consideration in order to put the most relevant and high
quality documents at top positions in the query result.

Today information retrieval engines used on the Web mostly return thou-
sands of links, but only few of them is analyzed by a human user. Therefore
seeking a complete information on the web is currently quite a difficult task.

The Semantic Web vision [3] is the inspiration for many currently stud-
ied approaches for searching relevant data on the Web. The Semantic Web
documents provide data as (well defined) relationships between well-defined
entities, which are called resources. While resource meaning is often defined
in the external ontologies, data relationships are provided by independent lo-
cal sources. This leads to a need for preprocessing queries by software agents
analyzing all relevant documents and trying to provide a complete answer
to the user query. Searching data on the Semantic Web makes engines to
manage inverse indices of resources and their related relationships (instead
of words) provided by a given document. The limited amount of Semantic
Web documents is one of the drawbacks of the current Semantic Web.

Most of current web documents are presented in human user friendly form.
This fact leads to a strong motivation for developing new machine learning
methods handling current web documents and analyzing their content in or-
der to estimate meaning of the documents. These methods [4, 5] try to propa-
gate estimated relationships from Web documents into extensional definitions
of Semantic Web resources. All the estimated relationships are stored in the
proposed repository. As the web documents presenting the relationships are
often updated, all proposed methods handling processes in the repository are
designed incrementally.

Since the repository includes relationships from various web documents,
basic data integration should be supported in the repository. Using semiau-
tomatic approaches to estimate integration rules, a special kind of relation-
ships connecting sources, may cause a proposal including conflicting rules.
Therefore all the rules should be weighted by measures based on analysis


